
 KSPC ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 
 Second Quarter 2021 

 From  April 1, 2022 – June 30, 2022 

 Issues: 
 1. Capitalism - capitalism encourages us to always be working, even at the cost of our mental 
 and physical health 
 2. Marriage Equality - marriage equality loses the first round in the Navajo Nation process 
 3. Human Rights - a U.N. panel declares lesbian sex a human right 
 4. Trans Rights - Kentucky passes a trans sports ban over the governor’s veto 
 5. Reproductive Justice - multi-issue organizing around the needs of the most marginalized are 
 prepared to Fight for Reproductive Justice 

 Programs 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 04/05/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Oscar’s Queerest Highlights slap down the competition; a U.N. panel declares lesbian sex a 
 human right, Thai politicians play hot potato with marriage equality, attorneys line up to fight 
 Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay” law, U.S. passports now offer an “X” gender marker option, a crazed 
 Q-Anon Congresswoman snipes at the Buttigiegs, and Walt Whitman Comforts Comrades and 
 Remembers Abe in more than a “Rainbow Minute”! 

 Title: Overthink 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 04/07/22, 2:00 pm 
 Show Length: 50 mins 

 Description: 
 We’re always worried about being productive enough with our time, but where does this 
 compulsion come from? In episode 48, Ellie and David examine productivity culture and the 
 drive to produce. Although research says longer hours don’t equal more productivity, capitalism 
 encourages us to always be working, even at the cost of our mental and physical health. How 
 does this inefficient approach to work (and our lives outside of it) stifle our growth and creativity? 
 According to Twitter memes and Bifo, refusing productivity for lazy relaxation on the beach may 



 be a revolutionary rejection of productivity culture, but Adorno contends that laziness recycles 
 us into merely consuming commodities for capitalism instead of producing them. What can a 
 creative, process-based approach offer us that a productivist one cannot, and what value might 
 there be in just producing less? 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 04/12/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Grammy’s big night is a queer delight (Steve Sims’ latest Queer Music Focus stars the words 
 and music of Doja Cat featuring SZA and TJ Osborne and Brothers Osborne, with additional 
 music by Tyler the Creator, St. Vincent, and Brandi Carlile, with cameos by Trevor Noah, Joni 
 Mitchell and Bonnie Raitt); U.S. state Republicans target LGBTQ rights (includes a White House 
 Press Briefing featuring Fox News’ Peter Doocy and Press Secretary Jen Psaki, comments by 
 NYC Mayor Eric Adams, Ohio Rep. Jean Schmidt, and Alabama Rep. Neil Rafferty, with music 
 by Jethro Tull, Randy Rainbow, Neil Young, and the Grateful Dead); a Philadelphia public health 
 hero is honored in a “Rainbow Minute” (read by Soda Nobuhle and produced by Judd Proctor & 
 Brian Burns) … and in “NewsWrap” (reported by David Hunt & Tanya Kane-Parry and produced 
 by Brian DeShazor, Hungary's Orban wins but his queer questionnaire crumbles, the U.K. 
 backslides on trans rights, Qatar warns World Cup guests to come without rainbows, Tennessee 
 nearly wrecks marriage to make it unequal (with brief comments by Tennessee GOP Rep. Tom 
 Leatherwood), and the U.S. top court gets some Black woman justice (with comments by 
 Ketanji Brown Jackson)! 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 04/19/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 “Well-groomed” queer youth denounce despicable politicians (Tomas speaks for the “Outcasting 
 Overtime” crew as he dissects the real motives behind “Don’t Say Gay”, produced by Marc 
 Sophos); “The Rainbow Minute” is history (producers Judd Proctor & Brian Burns wrap things 
 up after more than 13 years and 200 volunteer readers with a quick review of the segment’s 
 own history, read by Sally Holzgrefe, and one of their favorites, “Tom Dooley Sails To Infamy” 
 read by Dan Roberts); Missouri gay Democratic Representative Ian Mackey’s passionate 
 arguments against a state anti-trans sports measure fails to move majority Republicans but 



 goes viral; and in “NewsWrap” (read this week by Sarah Montague & Wenzel Jones and 
 produced by Brian DeShazor), Alabama bans “divisive” instruction and gender-affirming care, 
 Tennessee’s “straight marriage” law is left at the altar, Jalisco joins Mexico’s marriage equality 
 states, Virginia stops gay-saying while Maryland stops bias, Kentucky passes a trans sports ban 
 over the governor’s veto, an Australian trans sports ban gets Prime support, and Dumbledore’s 
 love life stays closeted in China! 

 Title: Overthink 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 04/21/22, 2:00 pm 
 Show Length: 44 mins 

 Description: 
 Why do humans in every known culture love juicy gossip? Some theorists say gossip evolved 
 as the modern version of picking fleas off our friends, reassuring those around us of our shared 
 social bonds. Others argue that it reinforces social norms by outlining what behaviors are bad, 
 or even scandalous. In episode 49, Ellie and David gossip about gossip — when is it wrong to 
 gossip, and when might it be the ethical choice? Many scholars throughout history have 
 condemned gossip as idle chitchat that slanders others, but some feminist and decolonial 
 thinkers have reclaimed its utility for fighting against systems of oppression that exclude them 
 from formal modes of communication. Episode 49 spills the tea on gossip. 

 Title: Building Bridges 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/01/22, 9:32 pm 
 Show Length: 26 mins 

 Description: 
 Paul Robeson, the Artist as Revolutionary with Dr. Gerald Horne, Horne has written more than 
 30 books on the struggles of those marginalized throughout world history and is chair of History 
 and African Studies at the University of Houston. He is one of the most gifted and insightful 
 historians on racial matters of his generation. 

 Gerald Horne discusses the Paul Robeson we've been waiting for: the flesh and blood 
 revolutionary, artistic genius, and fearless opponent of capitalism, racism, and colonialism. He 
 recovers in meticulous detail one of the 20th century's greatest freedom fighters. Horne also 
 brings Robeson to life for our own times. Gerald Horne returns Paul Robeson to his rightful 
 place in history, squarely at the center of the Black freedom movement and the global struggle 



 for human rights. As Horne demonstrates, Robeson knew no boundaries or borders-either in art, 
 culture, nations, or politics. Struggle was his life; the world his terrain. 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/03/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Michigan state Senator Mallory McMurrow slams a “grooming” smear (with later comments on 
 CNN’s “Don Lemon Tonight” and with guest host Jonathan Capehart on MSNBC’s “The Last 
 Word with Lawrence O’Donnell”); the DeSantis versus Disney feud fans “Don’t Say Gay” flames 
 (featuring White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki, Florida Senator Ted Cruz, Florida Governor 
 Ron DeSantis, late night TV hosts Stephen Colbert, Trevor Noah & Seth Meyers, Jimmy Kimmel 
 gay writer Louis Virtel, Fox News host Laura Ingraham, and University of Central Florida 
 Political Science Professor Aubrey Jewett); and in “NewsWrap” (reported this week by John 
 Dyer V and Elena Botkin-Levy and produced by Brian DeShazor), a Russian court strangles a 
 funder of queer activism, South Korea’s Supreme Court halts military jail for same-gender sex, 
 marriage equality loses a first round in the Navajo Nation process, Kansas’ governor says “Gay” 
 and supports trans athletes, a Montana judge temporarily stops the new surgery requirement for 
 a gender marker change, Florida warns against gender-affirming care for trans kids, and 
 Nevada school board candidate JOHN CARLO declares homosexuality unconstitutional! 

 Title: Overthink 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/05/22, 2:00 pm 
 Show Length: 57 mins 

 Description: 
 What do Freudian slips, Josie and the Pussycats, and solving math problems have in common? 
 Psychoanalysis claims to have some answers! Sigmund Freud suggests that unconscious 
 desires, fears, and trauma influence us without us being conscious of them. In pop culture, the 
 unconscious is often depicted as the realm of dirty thoughts and subliminal messages, but does 
 the unconscious actually even exist? In episode 50, Ellie and David explore the unconscious 
 and the existentialist challenge to it from Jean-Paul Sartre. 



 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/10/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Tasmania’s liberation turns 25 (we celebrate with excerpts from a May 1997 “This Way Out” 
 interview by Sydney correspondent Greg Reading with leading activist Rodney Croome very 
 soon after Australia’s last state sodomy law was finally repeated); remembering a U.S. Baptist 
 preacher’s “final solution” (the May 2012 vitriolic viral rant of Pastor Charles L. Worley of North 
 Carolina’s independent Providence Road Baptist Church); and in “NewsWrap” (reported this 
 week by Marcos Najera & Michael Taylor-Gray and produced by Brian DeShazor), Canadian 
 blood donors draw equal treatment, Baja California’s governor blocks a conversion therapy ban, 
 Russia fines social media for “gay propaganda”, a Missouri school district bans classroom “safe 
 spaces”, a Victoria town rejects IDAHOBIT rainbows, and Disney refuses to “Doctor” the Saudi 
 “Multiverse”! 

 Title: Building Bridges 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/15/22, 9:29 pm 
 Show Length: 29 mins 

 Description: 
 Rally with radical women immersed in the daily fight against racism, sexism, homophobia, 
 anti-trans bigotry, and labor exploitation, who believe in multi-issue organizing around the needs 
 of the most marginalized and are prepared to Fight for Reproductive Justice. 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/17/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Could the U.S. Supreme Court's Roe threat abort queer rights? A Sarajevo court slams 
 anti-LGBTQ hate speech, Eswatini queer rights are acknowledged in a legal loss, Nigerians 
 protest a harsh anti-cross dressing bill, the U.S. government challenges Alabama’s criminal ban 
 on trans healthcare, Floridians won’t say pay for DeSantis’ Disney retaliation tax, Louisiana’s 



 “Don’t Say Gay” bill dies, an alarming report finds half of U.S. queer kids consider suicide, and a 
 Black lesbian is set to make history as White House Press Secretary! 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/24/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 We mark a decade since Obama’s equality evolution (featuring Barack Obama, Joe Biden, Evan 
 Wolfson, Barney Frank, Cory Booker, Colin Powell, Benjamin Jealous, and Rachel Maddow); 
 Texas Supremes re-authorize "child abuse" probes of gender-affirming families, a Dallas 
 pediatric trans clinic is ordered reopened, politics revive Louisiana’s comatose “Don’t Say Gay” 
 bill, Griner’s Russian detention is extended while release negotiations continue, Pussy Riot 
 activists escape Putin's Russia, Greece bans conversion therapy for “vulnerable” people, and 
 Republicans rail against queer content on children’s TV! 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 05/31/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 We remember Gert Hekma, the father of Dutch gay history (interviewed in Amsterdam in 2004 
 by Barry McKay) … and in “NewsWrap” (reported this week by Michael Taylor-Gray & Marcos 
 Najera and produced by Brian DeShazor), Australian Morrison’s hate falls to Labor's love, the 
 Church of Scotland says “We Do” to marriage equality, Austria shifts blood donor rules from 
 people to practices, Oklahoma’s school bathrooms become “out of order” to trans kids, 
 Montanans defy a gender ID court order, a judge extends Dallas’ pediatric trans clinic's welcome 
 to new patients and Ellen's talk show dances into herstory! 

 Title: Building Bridges 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/05/22, 9:30 pm 
 Show Length: 29 mins 



 Description: 
 How Buffalo is organizing against racist murder and white supremacy with India Walton, activist, 
 nurse, senior advisor for the Working Families Party, and former Democratic nominee for the 
 Mayor of Buffalo, and Harper Bishop, interim Director of Our City Action Buffalo, a peoples 
 organization building racial, economic and social power in Buffalo 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/07/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Trailblazing activists Harry Hay & Jim Kepner look through "The Gay Window" in 1975; a U.S. 
 teen grows up with Pride on parade; Jerusalem’s Pride defies death threats, Rubio dethrones a 
 Drag Queen Story Hour, Mandela's prison becomes a beacon of Pride, a Senegalese mob 
 attacks a perceived-to-be-gay visitor, Australia’s new Labor government displays historic 
 diversity, and a survey reveals U.S. Republicans reek of anti-trans hysteria! 

 Title: Building Bridges 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/12/22, 9:31 pm 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Racism and the Politics of the TOPS Shooting in Buffalo With Henry-Louis Taylor, Founding Dir. 
 University of Buffalo Center for Urban Studies and School of Architecture and Planning and 
 author of The Harder We Run: The State of Black Buffalo from 1990 to the Present. 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/14/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Pride month history gets a “Queer Music Focus”; Thailand’s Cabinet sends a civil partnership 
 proposal to Parliament, the Czech president’s “full stop” threatens a civil marriage bill, a 
 peaceful Istanbul Pride kick-off is attacked by riot police, Ohio’s House votes to verify school 



 athletes’ genitals, drag queen readings rile rightwing hate “groomers”, and Ted Lieu asks his 
 Christian congressional homophobes to come to Jesus! 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/21/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 Women score high in sports history; Biden orders pro-queer policies at his White House Pride 
 Party; Tel Aviv Pride enjoys a festive welcome, Karlsruhe Pride-goers are beaten in a fiery 
 assault, Maryland homes are consumed by rainbow flag arsonists, white supremacists target 
 Idaho Pride, the U.S. rightwing expands its war on Drag Queen Story Hour, rainbow erasure 
 sweeps the Middle East, and Disney kisses off "Lightyear" censors! 

 Title: This Way Out 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/28/22, 10:00 am 
 Show Length: 28 mins 

 Description: 
 “Once upon a time at the Stonewall Inn …”; Porter and Vanee take down Texas Republican 
 trans-phobes; the overthrow of Roe threatens U.S. queer rights, a Japanese court rejects a 
 same-gender marriage case, international sports bodies tighten trans restrictions, Sao Paulo 
 Pride draws millions with its anti-Bolsonaro theme, and RuPaul dresses down drag queen 
 critics! 

 Title: Overthink 
 Type: Public Affairs 
 Source: Pre-Recorded 
 Time Broadcast: 06/28/22, 4:00 pm 
 Show Length: 57 mins 

 Description: 
 Generational differences emerge in subtle ways, but how do we identify these? And how does 
 the new generation of youth culture Gen Z is defining differ from Ellie and David’s generation of 
 millennials? Feeling a bit out of touch, Ellie and David interview Overthink production assistants 
 Anna Solomon and Sam Hernandez to tell them all about Gen Z values. 


